Shakespeare and Jonson are typically taken to be a study in contrasts – contrasts designed to privilege Shakespeare. Despite the fact that we have virtually nothing written in his hand, save, perhaps, portions of the intriguing *Thomas More* manuscript, Shakespeare is generally regarded as a *playwright*-for-performance, while, taken at his own surly word in the prefatory bashings of the public theatre audience that accompany the print versions of many of his plays, Jonson is widely considered *poet*-who-flouts-performance. Critics typically assert that Jonson trades in the latter, reserving the former and all that it might reveal about early modern theatrical practice for Shakespeare. Anthony Hammond explains that ‘Dramatic documents may be classified (broadly) in two ways: as documents designed to be working tools towards the production of a play and as documents intended to present a reading text for a different public.’ Jonson is usually understood as trading in the latter, reserving the former and all that it might reveal about early modern theatrical practice for Shakespeare. This contrast is, however, capricious since some of the same logic used to reject the theatrical authority of Jonson’s published play texts could likewise be leveled at the surviving texts of Shakespeare’s works. Since we don’t, in fact, have any of the scripts which Shakespeare prepared for rehearsal with the Chamberlain’s or King’s Men, those versions of the scripts that we have (and their few stage directions) are every bit as liable to the charge of ‘fictional’ authorial intrusion which is used to dismiss as unrevealing Jonson’s more abundant stage directions.

Like Shakespeare, Jonson wrote for a theatre in which he also, in his early career at least, performed. It is probably foolhardy to completely discount the relatively copious and abundant stage directions that Jonson provides on the grounds that he (allegedly) disdained the theatre as beneath his aspirations as a poet. As both Michael Warren and Anthony Hammond note, while Jonson is typically presumed to add stage directions in his printed plays with a view toward stimulating his readers’ imaginations, in fact his ‘revisions for publi-
cation tended to the extreme of removing stage directions, even exits, in the
interests of his vision of the published text as decontaminated of its theatrical
provenance.7 The general assumption seems to be that Jonson removed
anything and everything that might be revelatory about the staged versions
of his plays.

Although Alan C. Dessen applies the project only to Shakespeare, my
approach here is akin to his choice ‘to accept the extant quarto and Folio texts
as relevant and useful evidence about stage practice and theatrical vocabulary’
regardless of the provenance of those texts on the assumption of ‘a shared
theatrical vocabulary’ among authors and players.8 It seems possible that the
Jonson who saw Shakespeare on the boards in his plays and who wrote, by
1616, masque roles for princes and queens as well as their imitators in plays
on the public stage recreates semi-realistic (in the sense of realizable) stage
directions in his published plays. In Margaret Jane Kidnie’s view:

What the dramatic text can therefore provide us with is an ideal performance as
imagined by the author and shaped by the dominant theatrical conventions of
the historical and cultural moment of the play’s creation as literature ... [M]od-
ern readers can only glimpse among the extant textual fragments the ideal
performance as envisioned by the early modern playwright.9

Kidnie’s construction of the dramatic text as theatrical artifact, like my own,
acknowledges the possibility that dramatic literature bears some tangible
relationship to theatrical conventions.

The by now ingrained stereotype of the curmudgeonly Jonson who played
Salieri to Shakespeare’s Mozart is also, of course, possibly closer to the truth;
perhaps Jonson wove an idealized version of the action in his published Works
unhindered by the realities of what early modern costumes, actors, even the
audience itself could and could not manage as he did so. Such a construction
of Jonson’s published dramatic corpus, though, leaves twenty-first century
scholars of early modern theatre little with which to work. If we are going to
continue to read the works of Shakespeare – published in many instances
seemingly without his oversight — as indicative of early modern theatrical
practice, their cryptic stage directions notwithstanding, then it seems that we
ought also to accord Jonson, who is far more loquacious on the subjects of
scene and action, some respect in the area of dramatic convention as well.
Robert Weimann suggests that ‘Jonson almost certainly endorsed “acting” as
distinct from “playing” for its closer proximity, not to say submission, to the
authority of the dramatist’s text’.10 This distinction is, in fact, metatheatrically
drawn in *The Devil is an Ass* when Merecraft incites Fitzdottrel to a better performance of demonic possession with the instruction, ‘act a little’ (5.8.70). Indeed, Jonson’s frequent forays into meta-theatrics in plays like *The Devil is an Ass* and *Epicoene* offer internal evidence of his intimate knowledge of the realities of life on the early modern stage. One of the bits of meta-theatre to which Jonson turns in both of these plays is the staged spectacle of a man portraying a woman within his theatrical fiction just as they ‘really’ did on the stage for which he wrote.

Working from the premise that Jonson’s copious stage directions and meta-theatrical dialogue have a thing or two to tell us about early modern theatrical practice, I will use one of his well-padded published plays to consider anew the question of the cross-dressed boy actor. The argument here will proceed from the most likely instances of authorial intervention in the form of stage directions that are, admittedly, more suggestive of imaginative fiction than stageable action, to the more subtle instances of dialogue and characterization that more convincingly, perhaps, reveal glimpses of early modern theatrical conventions surrounding the boy actor of female parts. While stage directions in published plays could refer to unstageable business that merely enhances the action imagined by the reader, and dialogue could have been added to the published text, Jonson likely would not have added entire sub-plots and their attendant characters to a published play. As I will demonstrate, Jonson draws careful distinctions among the female characters in the play that will be the subject of this essay, *The Devil is an Ass*, suggesting a range of performance styles for the boy actor. The meta-theatrical discussion of cross-dressed performance in *The Devil is an Ass* coupled with the sheer variety in its female characters make this play a fascinating artifact chronicling the range of the boy players’ abilities and what playwrights and stage managers expected them to be able to do.11 I maintain that one can use Jonson’s play texts to salvage some clues regarding the ways in which boy actors played female roles.

This play, like so many Jonsonian comedies, stages the fears of the antitheatricalists.12 The crucial logical move that Jonson makes with respect to antitheatrical hysteria in *The Devil is an Ass* is to make the heroine a character who avoids affairs and is faithful to her fool husband, a man who has fallen prey to the alleged corrupting influences of the theatre, from social climbing aspirations to effeminacy to demonism.13 As I will argue, everything about this heroine suggests that she was likely played persuasively, convincingly, perhaps one could go so far as to say realistically. Jonson thus puts on the stage an indictment of the many excesses attributed to the theatre, but
renders them visible only by giving the moral upper hand to a female character whose appeal rests, in large measure, on her believability which is, in its turn, reliant on the great skill of the boy actor playing her – on, that is, theatricality.14

‘A lady of spirit, or a woman of fashion!’ (4.4.156)

Ben Jonson visits the issue of the cross-dressed male performer repeatedly and explicitly in plays such as Epicoene, Bartholomew Fair and The Devil is an Ass. It probably bears noting that this last play was not popular in the theatre – after its initial performance in 1616 at Blackfriars, there are no other reliable records of performance until 1972.15 Given the play’s lack of popular appeal, a certain irony might colour reading this text as any sort of indicator of the nature and quality of the cross-dressed representation of women on the early modern stage. Ample political reasons, however, explain why the play was shunted off of the stage without calling its quality (or the performances it requires) into question.16 Perhaps more to the point, Jonson did not write it in anticipation of a lack of popular appeal or a short run. He originally wrote The Devil is an Ass with the aim of putting it on the stage, a venue in which he performed himself just as we know Shakespeare to have done.

In The Devil is an Ass, a male character, Wittipol, impersonates the widow of a Spaniard to seduce the play’s stock fool, Fitzdottrel, and trick him into signing over his property to his wife, whom Wittipol craves for his own lover. Prior to Wittipol’s cross-dressed seduction of Fitzdottrel, Jonson stages the city gallant’s window-casement courtship of Fitzdottrel’s wife, a scene rife with both dialogic cues for erotic interactions including kissing and fondling, and Jonson’s own, likely fictional intrusions masquerading as stage directions, such as, ‘He grows more familiar in his courtship, plays with her paps, kisseth her hands, etc’ (2.6.70). Of course, in the original production of this play, her ‘paps’ and ‘hands’ belonged to a boy actor.

Numerous editors of this play speculate that the role of Wittipol was taken by a maturing Richard (Dick) Robinson – a renowned boy actor of female parts – in the 1616 London debut of The Devil is an Ass at Blackfriars. The play devotes considerable discussion to how the actual Dick Robinson would play a cross-dressed part and much meta-theatrical stage business about the costume Wittipol wears in his cross-dressed role, along with speculation about the believability of this faux actor’s performance as a faux woman. Much of this stage conversation suggests that boy actors could, in fact, successfully ‘play’ women both on the stage and in the private company of male and female companions.
The play also suggests, however, other varieties of cross-gendered performance, and thus, I will argue, a range of possibilities for the portrayal of women on the early modern stage. I would like to build upon Kathleen McLuskie’s moral typology of early modern staged representations of women to further suggest the performance styles likely to be appropriate to each. McLuskie argues that, ‘For a woman character to be adequately represented on the stage, the category of woman must be disintegrated into the components of the moral typology – chaste lady, courtesan, married love, nuptial strife – which equally depend upon systems of signification.’¹⁷ In *The Devil is an Ass*, this typology runs a gamut from Mistress Fitzdottrel’s strained loyalty to a foolish husband to Wittipol’s adoption of her identity while still attired as a man.

In her rejection of Wittipol’s advances, Mistress Fitzdottrel stands as the chaste lady, a status which augments her role as the play’s sympathetic heroine. Hailed by Anne Barton¹⁸ as the first genuine heroine in Jonsonian comedy, the performance style accompanying such a role would likely be as realistic and convincing as possible.

In their contemptuous rejection of any notion that they be devoted to their husbands, the Ladies Tailbush and Etherside are virtual courtesans, obsessed with sex and cosmetics. Arguably not only the play’s depiction of these gossiping, social climbing city women eager to cuckold their husbands, but also Wittipol’s hilarious stint as the Spanish Lady would be played in a style not unlike contemporary camp, which turns on glimpses of the male body beneath the feminine fashions and affectations. Early in his courtship of Mistress Fitzdottrel, Wittipol renders her a virtual ventriloquist’s dummy, speaking as if in her person of her long-suffering status as the wife of a fool without altering his male costume. This is an utterly symbolic representation which makes no effort to mimic ‘female’ costume or behavior. Indeed, the plot of this comedy hinges on a theatre audience’s ability to ‘read’ the play’s varied manifestations of gender performance, because the meta-theatrical commentary in this play turns on the success with which the characters themselves are able to play their various roles and on the extent to which they are capable of being ‘genuine’.²¹

Think of the recent independent film *American Splendor* in which a single ‘person’ is trifurcated: cartoon caricatures of a character share the screen with an actor playing that character along with the actual person being portrayed.²² Clearly, the viewer can distinguish among these three representations but, equally clearly, if one has entered the theatre for enjoyment, one accepts each of these representations of the character on its own terms. They are, therefore, differentiated, and yet the same. All three of them are Harvey Pekar. As Carol
Chillington Rutter argues, taking issue with Stephen Orgel’s seminal essay ‘Nobody’s Perfect, Or, Why Did the English Stage Take Boys for Women?’, ‘The English stage didn’t “take” boys for women any more than it “took” commoners for aristocrats or Richard Burbage for Henry V. It did “take” players for the parts they played.’ What I am suggesting is that the varied representations of women in *The Devil is an Ass* were all apparently recognizable to the theatre audience as ‘women’ within the context of the play. That such is the case suggests that, just as directors Shari Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini can assume that their film spectators are capable of reading documentary footage of an actual person, an actor’s portrayal of that person and a cartoon of that person as, in some measure, all representations of the same person, Jonson seems to have been able to assume that his audience at Blackfriars would simultaneously recognize the range of characters he presented to them as women, and be able to distinguish the kind of women that they were on the basis of their varied representations because they had been socialized to read such a range of performance styles in the staged portrayals of women by boy actors. Thus, I am proposing a combination of Stephen Orgel’s notion of early modern cross gendered performance – ‘represented as all but impenetrable’ – and its campy corollary among critics such as Lisa Jardine who maintain that the boy actor beneath the woman’s part was always titillatingly visible.

‘Hell is / A grammar school to this!’ (4.4.170-1)

All of the play’s numerous plot lines converge in the figure of Fitzdottrel, a country gentleman in the city hell bent on social climbing, and willing to use witchcraft, demon worship, get-rich-quick scams and the virtual prostitution of his own wife to do it. He adopts a minor devil, Pug, on a 24-hour visit to London as his page. He also makes a trade with Wittipol, the city gallant in love with his wife, of a cloak in which to attend – what else? – a production of *The Devil is an Ass*. In exchange, Wittipol gets fifteen minutes to talk to Mistress Frances Fitzdottrel uninterrupted, albeit chaperoned by her husband. Wittipol quickly figures out that her husband has forbidden her to reply to him, and takes the opportunity to speak for her, excoriating Fitdottrel as a fool who deserves to be made cuckold. Thus, by the end of the first act, Jonson has brilliantly served up the central fears of the antitheatricalists: class and gender role confusion, male effeminacy manifested in sartorial excess, female sexual incontinence, and magical practices that will by play’s end shade into witchcraft and demonism along with (in what is, perhaps, the play’s most clever
move) the inverse fear: that demonic possession itself is nothing more than theatrical illusion.  

While I fully agree with the cautionary note sounded by Kathleen McLuskie about taking the antitheatricalists at their word, some of the salvos in the antitheatrical debate regarding cross-dressed performance are consonant with the range of performance styles that Jonson’s play evinces. Given the play’s wicked and witty send-up of antitheatrical fears, such boundary blurring on Jonson’s part may be by design. Nevertheless, the parts that Jonson wrote would need to have been played regardless of the authorial intention behind creating such a range of female ‘types.’ First, Thomas Heywood, himself an actor, scoffs at the proposition that anyone would be deluded into a sexual attraction to a boy actor portraying a woman. In an oft-quoted passage, Heywood demands, ‘But to see our youths attired in the habit of women, who knowes not what their intents be? who cannot distinguish them by their names, assuredly knowing, they are but to represent such a Lady, at such a time appoynted?’ The reference here to names opens up the possibility that the male name reveals the ruse behind the performance, rather than the biology of the performer, or the quality of the performance itself. This concept of naming is highly relevant to The Devil is an Ass, in light of the name-dropping that occurs with respect to the renowned boy actor, Dick Robinson, celebrated, as we shall see, for his ability to delude even private audiences into believing that he is a woman.

Perhaps the most vehement of the antitheatricalists, Stephen Gosson, took particular umbrage at the negative example offered theatregoers by the actors and their performances, predicated on lies and deceit. After launching the typical invective against cross-dressing based in Deuteronomy 22:5, Gosson rails:

All that do so are abomination un [sic] the Lord, which way I beseech you shall they bee excused, that put on, not the apparrell onely, but the gate, the gestures, the voyce, the passions of a woman: All which like the wreathinges, and windinge of a snake, are flexible to catch, before they speed; and binde uppe cordes when they h[ave] possession. Some there are that think this commandement of God to be restrayned to them, that goe abroade in womens attyre and use it for ingglinge, to shadowe adulterie.

When the man that would cuckold Fitzdottrel moves to strike in the attire of a woman, the foolish fop is completely taken by the ruse and, indeed, sends his wife to learn of ‘her’ how to be a proper lady. What Gosson’s invective
suggests and Jonson’s play implies is that accomplished boy actors did much more than personate women via prostheses such as elaborate costumes and cosmetics. They were able, apparently, to mimic the vocal timbre, gestures, and mannerisms identifiable in the period as ‘female.’

Jonson, however, begins his exploration of cross-dressing and cross-gendering in *The Devil is an Ass* by setting both ends of the boy actor performance spectrum off against each other. When Wittipol cashes in on his promised opportunity to talk with Fitzdottrel’s wife, he quickly deduces that Mistress Fitzdottrel has been forbidden to reply to him and, in a confusing bit of stage business, arranges to speak on her behalf. In the text, Jonson’s stage direction at this juncture reads, ‘He sets Master Manly, his friend, in her place’ (1.6.148n). A hubbub ensues, as both Fitzdottrel and Manly protest Wittipol’s questionable actions since he is supposed to maintain a decent distance from Mistress Fitzdottrel. Moving to place Manly where she had stood is likely perceived as a violation of the suggestive rules of engagement to which he has agreed: ‘always keeping / The measured distance of your yard or more / From my said spouse’ (1.6.67-69).

In response to the fracas, Wittipol explains, ‘This is for your wife’ (1.6.152), as if to say ‘I am doing this on your wife’s behalf, since you have mandated her silence.’ When Manly protests, ‘You must play fair, sir’ (1.6.151), Wittipol seemingly ignores him: ‘Stand for me, good friend’ – a request that is followed by the stage direction, ‘And [Wittipol] speaks for her’ (1.6.152, sd). Recent editors such as Peter Happé and M.J. Kidnie indicate in their notes that they regard this scene as necessarily one way from start to finish: either Wittipol stands for Mistress Fitzdottrel throughout, requiring that Jonson’s stage direction be amended to ‘He sets his friend, Master Manly, in his place’ (Kidnie’s emphasis, 1.6.148n) or Manly stands in her place with Wittipol adopting a feminine falsetto voice from behind her (Happé’s interpretation at 1.6.152n). Let us consider at this juncture Alan C. Dessen’s terms of performance analysis: ‘(1) what did a playgoer at the original production actually see? (2) how can we tell? and (3) so what?’ The text seems to suggest that Wittipol intends to have Manly stand in for Mistress Fitzdottrel, presumably by her side, while he speaks on her behalf facing the two of them, thus enhancing the persuasive force of his impassioned speech designed to persuade her to adultery. Apparently, Wittipol does not return to his prescribed position, ‘The measured distance of your yard or more’ from Mistress Fitzdottrel, until he has finished speaking ‘as’ her, at which juncture Jonson observes, ‘He shifts to his own place again’ (1.6.193 sd). What Jonson’s audience saw at this moment was the onstage adoption of a female role by a
clearly male actor without aid of either costume or feminine cosmetics, addressing a character intended to be perceived as a sympathetic heroine played, presumably, on the realistic end of the cross-dressed register but also known to be portrayed by a boy.34

One of the ways in which Jonson depicts the obtuseness of Fitzdottrel is in his radical inability to differentiate between genuine human motivations and behavior and their fabrications. Although his page, Pug, really is a self-proclaimed devil who appeared from hell while Fitzdottrel was attempting to conjure, Fitzdottrel does not believe him. Having witnessed first-hand the williness of Wittipol’s courtship of his wife in the scene in which he speaks for her, Fitzdottrel cautions his devil-page:

Lock the street doors fast and let no one in ...
No lace woman, nor bawd that brings French masks
And cut-works. See you? Nor old crones with wafers
To convey letters. Nor no youths disguised
Like country wives, with cream and marrow puddings. (2.2.155, 162-5)

While all of these figures – lace-women, bawds, even old crones – would be familiar figures on the streets of seventeenth-century London, ‘youths disguised like country wives’ gives one pause. Fitzdottrel seems to anticipate here the possibility that Wittipol will attempt to woo his wife by cross-dressing. Yet Fitzdottrel fails to discern that this is what is happening when Wittipol makes his spectacular appearance as the Spanish Lady. Instead, Fitzdottrel declares the cross-dressed Wittipol, ‘The top of woman! All her sex in abstract!’ (4.4.244).

In what initially threatens to play out as an elaborate game of saying no while meaning yes, Mistress Fitzdottrel responds to this visit from Wittipol by sending him an invitation to rendezvous via the devil-page, Pug, which is encrypted in a negative ‘theatre review,’ of sorts. She directs Pug to ‘wish him to forbear his acting to me / At the gentleman’s chamber window in Lincoln’s Inn there / That opens to my gallery’ (2.2.52-54). What Mistress Fitzdottrel has done is couch the script for an assignation in the seemly language of a rebuff. Proving himself aptly named, Wittipol takes the cue and appears shortly to play the scene for which Mistress Fitzdottrel has set the stage.

The stage direction for this scene, played at either adjoining or facing windows, directs Wittipol to fondle Mistress Fitzdottrel’s breasts: ‘He grows more familiar in his courtship, plays with her paps, kisseth her hands, etc.’ (2.6.70).35 Alan C. Dessen and Leslie Thomson note this stage direction as both ‘unique’ and ‘probably fictional’.36 Contemporary evidence, however,
leaves open the possibility that such stage directions were not fictional, but carried out to the letter. Once again taking under advisement the fact that these observations appear in an antitheatrical tract, consider the fulminations of I. G. in *A Refutation of the Apology for Actors*. Seizing on the action of the performers that Thomas Heywood so celebrates in *An Apology*, I. G. expresses horror at the ‘active demonstration of cosenage, whorish enticing, all kind of villainy, and hypocrisy; with embracing, clipping, culling, dandling kissing; all manner wanton gestures, and the like.’ Venomous spew of a confirmed theatre opponent or no, this description might well indicate the action called for during Wittipol and Mistress Fitzdottrel’s rendezvous.

Then, too, there is the fact that the vast majority of Jonson’s stage directions in *The Devil is an Ass* are simply reinforcements of actions suggested in the dialogue. So, for example, the stage direction ‘He turns his wife about’ precedes Fitzdottrel’s line, ‘Wife, your face this way, look on me’ (1.6.228 sd). After an impetuous insult from Wittipol, Fitzdottrel has the ominous line, ‘Slight, if you strike me, I’ll strike your mistress’ which is followed by the stage direction ‘strikes his wife’ (2.7.16 sd). I concede that the presence of stage directions that are more probably theatrical, such as these, does not render all of Jonson’s directions so.

Beyond the stage direction to Wittipol to fondle Mistress Fitzdottrel’s ‘paps,’ Jonson’s verse at this point also constitutes a lewd set of directions regarding what the actor playing Wittipol is doing to the actor playing Mistress Fitzdottrel as he delivers the lines. At this juncture in the Oxford edition of the play, Margaret Jane Kidnie observes, ‘Jonson’s fictional, as opposed to theatrical, stage direction elides the gap between the character and the body of the boy actor playing Mistress Fitzdottrel’ (2.6.70n). While stage directions from this era are almost always opaque when they exist at all, Jonson fills the gap between the character of Mistress Fitzdottrel and the body of the boy actor playing her with the lines he puts in Wittipol’s mouth. Indeed, Wittipol’s speech is a bawdy blazon, rendered well nigh pornographic by the proximity of the body he anatomizes. After a decorous apology for speaking on her behalf that morning, Wittipol rejoices:

That since Love hath the honour to approach  
These sister-swelling breasts, and touch this soft  
And rosy hand, he hath the skill to draw  
Their nectar forth with kissing; and could make  
More wanton salts, from this brave promontory  
Down to this valley ...  

(2.6.71-76)
Wittipol might very well touch ‘this soft / And rosy hand’ as he refers to it. Half a breath later, the repetition of the verbal pointer ‘this’ seems to undermine the hypothetical nature of the verb ‘could’—these sexually charged lines suggest the desire to mount a wanton assault first on Mistress Fitzdottrel’s breasts, and then on her crotch.

Noting the large number of stage directions that call for some sort of violation of the body (usually either in the form of torture or murder), Dessen opines that the evidence suggests such events were likely staged, ‘despite the obvious practical difficulties.’ If the hacking off of hands or heads could be stage managed in early modern England, why not ‘embracing, clipping, culling, dandling kissing’? When addressed to a boy actor wearing a padded doublet and skirt worn over a wide farthingale, such lines could be quite suggestive without calling attention to the fact that the body beneath the woman’s weeds lacked both a ‘brave promontory’ and a ‘valley.’ Bear in mind, too, that this play was not performed in an outdoor venue where ‘physical and visible discomforts, inescapably features of the game of illusion-making in broad daylight, made Elizabethans more aware than modern audiences in cinemas have to be that what they are watching is a deception.’ Rather, it was staged indoors, at Blackfriars, where the absence of natural lighting as well as the seating arrangements aided theatrical illusion. Yet, clearly, even when delivered to the face of the long-sought lover, these lines need not be accompanied by the actual physical contact for which Jonson’s published stage directions call in order to achieve their effect. Helen Ostovich helpfully provides a detailed description of this scene in the 1996 Royal Shakespeare Company production of *The Devil is an Ass* at the Swan, in which Mistress Fitzdottrel was played by a woman: every time a body part was named, ‘he almost touched [her] ... his hands approaching within centimeters and then skittishly avoiding contact ... He conveyed extreme desire with almost balletic elegance. She was mesmerized, almost swooning in response, as was the audience.’ Such an effect could have been similarly achieved in Jonson’s own day, with a boy actor capable of providing a convincing performance as a woman in every respect but the anatomical.

Let us return, therefore, to the big picture. Wittipol and Mistress Fitzdottrel are the hero and heroine of *The Devil is an Ass*. As such, they are sympathetic characters; consequently the performance of Mistress Fitzdottrel’s role must be distinguished from that of Wittipol’s campy rendition of a Spanish Lady in the fourth act and, obviously, from the earlier scene in which he stands in and speaks for her with the aid of no costume at all. To do so, the actor playing Wittipol need not grope prosthetic breasts on a heavily
made-up boy tricked out like a department store mannequin. Jonson has written a script that clearly delineates the characters, regardless of the physical attributes possessed by the people playing them.

‘I ha’ my female wit,/ As well as my male’ (4.4.154-155)

If present-day scholars are correct, the actor playing Mistress Fitzdottrel was paired in this play with a formidable stage presence, that of the mature boy actor, Dick Robinson, renowned in life and in this play for his convincing portrayals of women (2.8.64n). In one of his many meta-theatrical sleights of hand, Jonson is thought to have written the part of Wittipol for Robinson, an in-joke rendered the more humorous when he reprises the cross-dressed parts that he played as recently as the preceding year as the Spanish Lady. The two principle aspects of the successful boy actor of female parts that Robinson would likely have lost by the date of this play (1616) are his conveniently androgynous vocal timbre, and his diminutive size. Discussing the limitations of modern conceptions of acting and character development, such as Method acting, in the effort to recover early modern performance styles, W. B. Worthen argues:

These practices clearly contextualize character in ways probably undesirable — even unimaginable — on Shakespeare’s more open, public, and interactive stage. As epilogues, soliloquies, and various versions of direct address to the audience imply, enactment of “character” in the Renaissance may have been a more collaborative or even collusive activity, one in which the seam between actor and character may well have been visible (‘indicated’ in Method terms) for good effect — patronage, crowd management, and so on. Whether Robinson played Wittipol and, thus, the Spanish Lady or even, perhaps, Mistress Fitzdottrel herself, Jonson opens the seam between actor and role wide. Given Robinson’s popularity, this seems designed to achieve precisely the promotional effects that Worthen suggests from within the play. Since anyone seeing such ‘promotion’ would already be at the play, its aim seems to be to celebrate the skill of the boy actor.

Jonson also stages the ‘casting call’ for the part of the Spanish Lady. The discussion that is had there about the best actor for the job is open to many different interpretations, running parallel to the range of options for the performance of the boy actors as women that I set forth at the outset. Two of the con men working on Fitzdottrel decide to ‘get a witty boy’ to pose as the Spanish Lady with whom they well know the fop will be utterly taken (2.8.57).
Suggesting that this performance need not be convincing, one of them cracks, ‘anything takes this dottrel’ (2.8.59). The response to this is the suggestion, ‘Why, sir, your best will be one o’ the players’ (2.8.61) and, shortly, Dick Robinson specifically is singled out:

A very pretty fellow, and comes often
To a gentleman’s chamber, a friend’s of mine. We had
The merriest supper of it there one night –
The gentleman’s landlady invited him
To a gossip’s feast. Now he, sir, brought Dick Robinson
Dressed like a lawyer’s wife amongst ’em all
(I lent him clothes), but to see him behave it,
And lay the law, and carve, and drink unto ’em,
And then talk bawdy, and send frolics! (2.8.65-73)

This speech might mean that Dick Robinson can not only convincingly play a woman on the stage, but also in person – and before women, at that. It might also mean that this performance was farcical, and perceived to be a performance by all that were present. Nevertheless, it revisits the ability of the boy actor to transcend gender, class (‘lawyer’s wife’) and social proprieties (‘talk bawdy’).

This same discussion of Robinson’s talent also sets up several scenes in which Wittipol appears before Fitzdottrel – who hates him and who has earlier in the play felt it necessary to beware of such cross-dressed trickery – as well as the crooked Merecraft and a group of self-absorbed city ladies in the guise of the Spanish Lady and goes unrecognized of any save his best friend, Manly, and the astute Mistress Fitzdottrel. At this meeting, two other female characters share the stage with Wittipol (disguised as the Spanish Lady) and Mistress Fitzdottrel: the suggestively-named Lady Tailbush (who has an equally suggestively-named servant, Pitfall, assiduously avoiding the advances of Merecraft and Pug) and Lady Eitherside, the wife of the play’s moronic representative of the judiciary. These city ladies are cosmetic-wearing, fashion-mongering, man-hunting trulls who deliver lines like: ‘If nobody should love me but my poor husband, / I should e’en hang myself’ (4.4.97-98).

To approach McLuskie’s notion of a moral typology for female performances from another direction, consider Gurr’s assumption of ‘stock performances, stock responses and stereotyped characterization’ for all roles, not just women’s parts. In *The Devil is an Ass*, Jonson depicts at least three ‘stock’ women: admirable heroine, cross-dressed man, and sexually voracious cit.

The play’s con-men position Wittipol as the Spanish Lady for their own purposes, but he quickly makes the project his own, hissing in a stage whisper
to his friend Manly, one of the widow Tailbush’s suitors, that he has come ‘To show you what they are you so pursue’ (4.4.4). The audience is then treated to a pair of scenes in which Wittipol instructs these women in the latest Spanish fashions, including how to walk in ciopinnos (the high, cork-soled shoes that Wittipol wears in campy overcompensation for his height), and recipes for a cosmetic application, repeatedly punningly referred to as a ‘fucus’.

The viciousness of Jonson’s satire comes through most clearly here. Antitheatrical fears are presented at their most extreme in these scenes, in which cosmetic-laden women eager to cuckold their hapless spouses play host to a cross-dressed man on the sexual prowl with a particular appetite for a married woman. This man playing at being a woman is set directly off against the devil playing at being a man. Wittipol and Pug are linked, cleverly, not only by their impersonations, but by their costumes: like Wittipol, Pug is, to some extent, cross dressed, attired, as he is, in the suit of one of Lady Tailbush’s male servants, ‘specially made for wenching (V.i.36-37) and ... the whore’s shoes “with a pair of roses, / and garters” (V.i.43-4). The effeminate Fitzdottrel takes note of the decorative shoes when he meets the devil, concerned that ‘those roses / Were big enough to hide a cloven hoof’ (1.3.8-9). Indeed, Phillip Stubbes felt that such shoes were hallmarks of the devil, railing on ‘Corked shoes, Pinsnettes, Pantoffles, & suche like for women.’ Like the incompetent devil whom he puts to shame with his deceptive prowess, Wittipol is sporting footgear held to be common to whores and demons, which is much admired by Lady Tailbush (4.4.68-77).

Wittipol spends his time with the ladies answering their pressing queries about Spanish cosmetics applications, yet another of the devil’s doings according to early modern antitheatricalists. Stubbes fumes:

> For, dooe thei thinke, that the God of all glorie, and who onely decketh and adorneth the Sunne the Moone, the starres, and all the hoste of heaven with unspeakable glorie, and incomparable beautie, can not make them beautiful and faire inough (if it please him) without their sibbersauces? And what are thei els then the devills inventions, to intangle poore soules in the nettes of perdition?

Touting various cosmetic recipes like a multi-lingual Avon representative while cross-dressed and ready to incite Mistress Fitzdottrel to adultery, Wittipol has outdone the devil.

Both Lady Tailbush and Lady Eitherside are played consistently for laughs. The humor of such scenes would be underscored by a staging in which the quality of Wittipol’s performance as the Spanish Lady is rendered analogous,
via costume, cosmetics and performance style, to that of the Ladies Tailbush and Eitherside, leaving Mistress Fitzdottrel the only ‘real’ woman on the stage. The humour that inheres in Wittipol’s performance, as well as in those of the Ladies Tailbush and Eitherside, would, conversely, be undermined if it were indistinguishable from that of the boy actor playing Mistress Fitzdottrel, a woman whom the play asks us to take seriously.\(^5\) As James Mardock observes, ‘the sheer proliferation of gendered artifice serves to foreground the virtues of those characters who escape satire, i.e., Mrs. Fitzdottrel and Manly’.\(^5\) This distinction is the more clearly drawn when the quality of the gendered artifice is varied, built upon a more subtle style of performance for the heroine than her ludicrous stage counterparts.

Furthermore, this distinction emerges less in what Mistress Fitzdottrel is directed to do via stage directions than the character that emerges from her conduct and her compelling appeals for assistance in dealing with her horrendous marital situation. As Jonas Barish observes, Jonson ‘works to make his dialogue less ornamental, more lifelike, obedient to the twists and turns of the thinking mind, but at the same time he enlarges its role, making it do duty, it would almost seem, for the element of spectacle he has so strenuously downgraded.’\(^5\) Once her foolish husband sends her off for a private tête-à-tête with the Spanish Lady, Mistress Fitzdottrel takes matters into her own hands, and informs the still disguised Wittipol that she wants him for a friend and ally, rather than a lover. Astutely assessing her dire situation, she declares, ‘My fortunes standing in this precipice, / ’Tis counsel that I want, and honest aids: / And in this name I need you for a friend!’ – a request which Manly leaps out from behind the arras to second (4.6.24-6, 28-30).

Finally, the Spanish Lady ruse occasions an on-stage unmasking, in which Wittipol ‘discovers himself’ (4.7 sd). One might profitably pose here the question that Helen Ostovich asks of an analogous moment in a play similarly complex in its treatment of gender, *Epicoene*: ‘Once Epicoene’s peruke is off, do we not look askance at the perukes and gowns of the Ladies Collegiate?\(^5\) Jonson asks us to look askance at the women running with gusto the ‘schools of abuse’ depicted in each of these plays. A different regard is reserved for Mistress Fitzdottrel, however, which must inhere in the way that the role is performed. As Richard Cave notes, ‘*Acting* for Jonson meant *impersonation* to the fullest degree; none of his disguised characters is ever detected till they choose to reveal themselves and then it is the totality of the disguise (voice, accent, vocabulary, dress, manner, deportment, posture) that is commented on; admiration for the metamorphosis is invariably coloured by awe and shades of fear.’\(^5\) For an audience to fully appreciate the humor that inheres
in the fact that Fitzdottrel and the Ladies Tailbush and Eitherside unduly admire Wittipol’s camp performance of the Spanish Lady, this impersonation must be of a kind and quality distinct from that of the boy actor portraying Mistress Fitzdottrel. Where Wittipol reads as a parody of women whose substance is constituted by their cosmetics and clothes, Mistress Fitzdottrel must convey a self that is woman to the core, regardless of the biological sex of the actor playing her.

She is also, as noted at the outset of this essay, a chaste woman. Although she arranges an assignation with Wittipol, it turns out that she wants his help in recouping the financial losses she has suffered since marrying Fitzdottrel. Andrew Gurr notes, ‘Jonson might well have thought that the seductions of love and the seductions of stage action did the same job of overwhelming the powers of reason.’ Here, Jonson stages both kinds of seduction, but the powers of reason prevail in both instances. Jonson’s cruelly realistic ending may well be another reason for the play’s lack of popularity: people tend to want to see love prevail at the end of a comedy, rather than reason. Note again the year of this play – 1616. By this point in his career, Jonson was fully ensconced in the Jacobean court and had been routinely writing parts for actual female performers. I think it no coincidence that this is the juncture at which Jonson writes a convincing heroine for the public stage – a woman who can hold her own in the company of an effete clothes horse like her husband, parodically masculine ‘cits’, and the flamboyant, cross-dressed Wittipol.

Now that we have Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre in Southwark staging all manner of cross-cast productions, the range of performance styles that Jonson seems to require here has begun to emerge as quite logical. Consider, for example, the Globe’s Twelfth Night. In the U. S. tour of this play, audience members were invited to arrive at the theatre early, to watch the all-male cast layer on face paint and lace themselves up into authentic Elizabethan garb. Despite having watched the actors’ metamorphoses from men into women, few of the audience members spent the company’s two hours’ traffic of the stage thinking about the fact that a man was playing Olivia. Artistic director Mark Rylance played her in a manner designed to exaggerate the foolish austerity of the character, an attribute accentuated by his overt falsetto voice and his fluid, skirt-draped walk, which made him appear to be rolling across the stage on a set of casters. Viola, on the other hand, was played by Michael Brown with much greater nuance, quiet speech serving in place of falsetto, even when she was in her ‘woman’s weeds’ at the outset. Far from thinking of her as a man, I and most members of the audience were, rather, aware throughout that ‘he’ was supposed to be a woman, even in doublet and hose.
Even though we cannot recreate the notions of gender and its associated bodily conduct that prevailed in Jonson’s London, we could learn much from modern cross-gender cast productions of *The Devil is an Ass*. Since the Globe does stage non-Shakespearean drama, perhaps such an opportunity will be afforded us sooner rather than later.

Notes

I wish to thank Jonathan Walker, James Mardock, Helen Ostovich, and two anonymous readers with *Early Theatre* who provided generous feedback on earlier incarnations of this essay.
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